
CREATIVE BOOK REPORT TITLES

Book reports don't have to be boring. Help your students make the books they read come alive with these 15 creative
book report ideas and.

Research and write a 1 page report on the geographical setting of your story. Why not? Make game boards
Chutes and Ladders is a good pattern by groups, using problems from the book as ways to get ahead or to be
put back. What Did You Learn? Change the setting of the book you read. Finally, present your lesson to a
sibling, friend, or parent. The piece might also include information about events, traits, or conflicts in the book
that involve that character. Include a one paragraph explanation as to how it applies to your book not in the
paper itselfâ€”on your "title page. Vocabulary Create a ten-word glossary of unfamiliar words from the book.
List these qualities and tell why you think they are heroic. Outline what would happen in the rest of book.
Write out the script and tape record it as it would be presented. And all the ideas will engage students, help
make books come alive for them, and challenge them to think in different ways about the books they read!
What part would he serve? Retell the story in your own words to the class. Make a television box show of ten
scenes in the order that they occur in the book you read. Read the same book as one of your friends. Make a
chart of interesting words as a whole class activity. Describe why you think it remains so clear to you. After
reading an informational book, make a scrapbook about the topics. Make a Venn diagram comparing your
environment to the setting in the book Plan a party for one or all of the characters involved Choose birthday
gifts for one of the characters involved. Write about the most interesting part of the book. Instead, I personally
like using PickFu. What would you do? Make a collage that represents major characters and events in the book
you read. Make a message board. Her idea: book report sandwiches! Explain the similarities. Describe the
setting of a scene, and then do it in pantomime. Then she photocopied the drawings onto appropriately colored
sheets of paper -- ham on pink, tomato on red, Swiss cheese on yellow, etc. The conversation between two
characters. Each student creates a glossary of ten or more words that are specific to a book's tone, setting, or
characters. Broadcast a book review over the schools PA system. Have each student read aloud the best
example of descriptive prose found in the book he or she is currently reading. Make a "wanted" poster for one
of the characters or objects in your book. Read the interesting parts aloud. Each student creates a "Ten Facts
About [book title]" sheet that lists ten facts he or she learned from reading the book. After reading a book, a
student completes an index card with information about the book. Make models of things read about in the
book. Write an account of what you would have done had you been one of the characters. Draw a picture on
one side, write the message on the other.


